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VVIEWPOINTIEWPOINT
One of the most important events in the history of internatOne of the most important events in the history of international aviation will occur at the ional aviation will occur at the 

end of the month, when the European Union and United States willend of the month, when the European Union and United States will sign the first sign the first 
comprehensive open skies agreement, to enter effect on 30 March comprehensive open skies agreement, to enter effect on 30 March 2008. The change is similar to 2008. The change is similar to 
the advent of airline deregulation in the two, and airlines on bthe advent of airline deregulation in the two, and airlines on both sides of the Atlantic are oth sides of the Atlantic are 
already preparing themselves for the change. Because of the signalready preparing themselves for the change. Because of the significance of the upcoming ificance of the upcoming 
change, this monthchange, this month’’s News Briefs will be twice as long to fit all the important eves News Briefs will be twice as long to fit all the important events. There will nts. There will 
also be several special articles in upcoming issues to discuss talso be several special articles in upcoming issues to discuss the history and importance of open he history and importance of open 
skies.skies.

This issue of This issue of LatitudeLatitude also features our first guest contributions, from Ali also features our first guest contributions, from Ali AbouAbou--ZeidZeid and and 
Mark Mark JahnkeJahnke. Ali tells the story of designing and programming . Ali tells the story of designing and programming SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss Pilot Roster Pilot Roster 
System, which we began using one year ago. Mark delivers a persoSystem, which we began using one year ago. Mark delivers a personal tribute to Alaska Airlinesnal tribute to Alaska Airlines’’
737737--200Cs, which retired from service last month. 200Cs, which retired from service last month. LatitudeLatitude is intended to be an outlet for your is intended to be an outlet for your 
personal experiences and knowledge as well as that of our managepersonal experiences and knowledge as well as that of our management team, so I strongly ment team, so I strongly 
encourage you to contact me with any ideas you have for articlesencourage you to contact me with any ideas you have for articles youyou’’d like to write.d like to write.

Finally, IFinally, I’’d like to update you on the progress of several of our 2007 Operd like to update you on the progress of several of our 2007 Operations Plan goals. ations Plan goals. 
One of these goals was to expand our terminal maps. This goal haOne of these goals was to expand our terminal maps. This goal has been modified slightly: the s been modified slightly: the 
end of last month saw the release of a new generation of terminaend of last month saw the release of a new generation of terminal maps far superior to those we l maps far superior to those we 
currently offer, designed by Nick Anderson. These new maps are pcurrently offer, designed by Nick Anderson. These new maps are profiled on page 6.rofiled on page 6.

Another improvement thatAnother improvement that’’s been taking place at our virtual airlines in recent months hass been taking place at our virtual airlines in recent months has
been the addition of flight lengths to our Flights pages. While been the addition of flight lengths to our Flights pages. While I was originally reluctant to take I was originally reluctant to take 
the time to add this feature, it has in fact been helpful in finthe time to add this feature, it has in fact been helpful in finding mistakes in the timetables, some ding mistakes in the timetables, some 
of which were unnoticed for years. This transition is expected tof which were unnoticed for years. This transition is expected to be complete by the end of the o be complete by the end of the 
month.month.

Of course, one of the most popular parts of the 2007 OperatOf course, one of the most popular parts of the 2007 Operations Plan was the addition of ions Plan was the addition of 
retired aircraft to fly Discontinued Flights. retired aircraft to fly Discontinued Flights. 
This monthThis month’’s cover story focuses on the s cover story focuses on the 
addition of the Laddition of the L--1011 to Delta, the first time 1011 to Delta, the first time 
SimAirline.net will offer any Lockheed aircraft. SimAirline.net will offer any Lockheed aircraft. 
I hope you enjoy the latest addition to the I hope you enjoy the latest addition to the 
organization.organization.

Happy Flying!Happy Flying!

Aaron RobinsonAaron Robinson
aaron.robinson@simairline.netaaron.robinson@simairline.net
AOL Instant Messenger: AOL Instant Messenger: SimAirlineNetSimAirlineNet

The LThe L--1011 is now available at 1011 is now available at 
SimAirline.net for the first time.SimAirline.net for the first time.
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GolGol Purchases Varig for $320 MillionPurchases Varig for $320 Million
GolGol LinhasLinhas AAééreasreas purchased Varig for $98 million in cash, $177 million in purchased Varig for $98 million in cash, $177 million in GolGol stock, and the stock, and the 
assumption of $45 million of Varig debt. Varig will maintain a sassumption of $45 million of Varig debt. Varig will maintain a separate brand and management team, eparate brand and management team, 
but will focus on higher yielding service than but will focus on higher yielding service than GolGol’’ss lowlow--fare model, including longhaul flights.fare model, including longhaul flights.

Aeroflot to Order A350Aeroflot to Order A350
Aeroflot Russian Airlines announced plans to order 22 A350s, to Aeroflot Russian Airlines announced plans to order 22 A350s, to be delivered starting in 2014. A be delivered starting in 2014. A 
model was not specified, but the order will be the first A350 acmodel was not specified, but the order will be the first A350 acquisition by a SimAirline.net airline.quisition by a SimAirline.net airline.

Delta Selects ExpressJet for Los Angeles RoutesDelta Selects ExpressJet for Los Angeles Routes
ExpressJet will operate ten ERJExpressJet will operate ten ERJ--145XRs on Delta Connection routes from Los Angeles starting in 145XRs on Delta Connection routes from Los Angeles starting in 
June. The aircraft are the last of the 69 ERJs that Continental June. The aircraft are the last of the 69 ERJs that Continental Airlines opted not to include in its latest Airlines opted not to include in its latest 
service agreement with ExpressJet.service agreement with ExpressJet.

Continental Connection Partner Grounded by FAAContinental Connection Partner Grounded by FAA
RegionsAirRegionsAir, which operated Saab 340s to three West Virginia cities from Cl, which operated Saab 340s to three West Virginia cities from Cleveland on behalf of eveland on behalf of 
Continental, voluntarily shut down after the FAA uncovered problContinental, voluntarily shut down after the FAA uncovered problems in its pilot training. As a result, ems in its pilot training. As a result, 
all Essential Air Service contracts were reassigned to other regall Essential Air Service contracts were reassigned to other regional airlines.ional airlines.

ANA Temporarily Grounds Dash 8ANA Temporarily Grounds Dash 8--400s after Landing Gear Accident400s after Landing Gear Accident
Following the emergency landing of an All Nippon Network Dash 8Following the emergency landing of an All Nippon Network Dash 8--400 in Kochi after the nose gear 400 in Kochi after the nose gear 
failed to lower, ANA grounded its 13 Dash 8failed to lower, ANA grounded its 13 Dash 8--400s to inspect them for inspection. All except the 400s to inspect them for inspection. All except the 
aircraft involved in the accident, which had no injuries, returnaircraft involved in the accident, which had no injuries, returned to service the following day.ed to service the following day.

China Announces Intentions to Produce Widebody AircraftChina Announces Intentions to Produce Widebody Aircraft
The Chinese government announced its plans to manufacture wideboThe Chinese government announced its plans to manufacture widebody aircraft by 2020 to challenge dy aircraft by 2020 to challenge 
Airbus and Boeing. Chinese industry is currently producing the AAirbus and Boeing. Chinese industry is currently producing the ARJRJ--21, a large regional jet, with first 21, a large regional jet, with first 
deliveries starting in 2009.deliveries starting in 2009.

Airbus Shelves A380F after UPS CancellationAirbus Shelves A380F after UPS Cancellation
After UPSAfter UPS’’ announcement that it would cancel its A380F order, Airbus suspeannouncement that it would cancel its A380F order, Airbus suspended development of the nded development of the 
freighter version of the aircraft in order to focus on maintainifreighter version of the aircraft in order to focus on maintaining passenger deliveries. The latest blow ng passenger deliveries. The latest blow 
comes after cancellations or conversions to passenger models by comes after cancellations or conversions to passenger models by Emirates, FedEx, and the ILFC, the Emirates, FedEx, and the ILFC, the 
only other customers for the freighter version.only other customers for the freighter version.

Delta Invests in New Delta Invests in New WheelTugWheelTug TechnologyTechnology
Delta Air Lines is partnering with Delta Air Lines is partnering with WheelTugWheelTug to develop a new system for taxiing aircraft. The to develop a new system for taxiing aircraft. The 
WheelTugWheelTug relies on electric power generated by the APU to taxi, reducingrelies on electric power generated by the APU to taxi, reducing fuel consumption. Delta has fuel consumption. Delta has 
also acquired shares to prevent other airlines from purchasing talso acquired shares to prevent other airlines from purchasing the technology.he technology.
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Transatlantic Open Skies Agreement ReachedTransatlantic Open Skies Agreement Reached
After years of negotiations, EU and U.S. negotiators finally reaAfter years of negotiations, EU and U.S. negotiators finally reached an accord to replace all ched an accord to replace all bilaterialbilaterial agreements agreements 
between the U.S. and Europe (including Iceland, Liechtenstein, Nbetween the U.S. and Europe (including Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, and Switzerland) with a single comprehensive orway, and Switzerland) with a single comprehensive 
open skies agreement. European negotiators and the Internationalopen skies agreement. European negotiators and the International Air Transport Association were quick to call the Air Transport Association were quick to call the 
agreement an important first step, but stressed that ownership lagreement an important first step, but stressed that ownership limitations and open market access must be eased in the imitations and open market access must be eased in the 
future. The agreement will be signed at an EUfuture. The agreement will be signed at an EU--U.S. summit in Washington on 30 April, and will not include brinU.S. summit in Washington on 30 April, and will not include bringing ging 
U.S. airlines into the U.S. airlines into the EUEU’’ss Emissions Trading Scheme.Emissions Trading Scheme.

U.K. Salvages Concessions to Compensate for Loss of Bermuda IIU.K. Salvages Concessions to Compensate for Loss of Bermuda II
Although unable to prevent the passage of open skies, U.K. TransAlthough unable to prevent the passage of open skies, U.K. Transport Secretary Douglas Alexander was able to achieve port Secretary Douglas Alexander was able to achieve 
partial compensation for British airlines should transatlantic lpartial compensation for British airlines should transatlantic liberalization stall further. First, implementation was delayed iberalization stall further. First, implementation was delayed 
from 28 October 2007 to 30 March 2008 to coincide with the openifrom 28 October 2007 to 30 March 2008 to coincide with the opening of London Heathrowng of London Heathrow’’s new Terminal 5. More s new Terminal 5. More 
importantly, if a second stage of open skies, likely addressing importantly, if a second stage of open skies, likely addressing ownership restrictions and ownership restrictions and cabotagecabotage, is not reached by , is not reached by 
2010, then any EU signatory can suspend certain traffic rights i2010, then any EU signatory can suspend certain traffic rights involving its territory, allowing the British to reinstate nvolving its territory, allowing the British to reinstate 
Bermuda II restrictions.Bermuda II restrictions.

DOT Tentatively Approves Virgin AmericaDOT Tentatively Approves Virgin America
The U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) approved Virgin AmerThe U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) approved Virgin Americaica’’s plan to restructure its ownership and s plan to restructure its ownership and 
management structure, provided that it reduces the Virgin Groupmanagement structure, provided that it reduces the Virgin Group’’s direct and indirect control over Virgin America, s direct and indirect control over Virgin America, 
including replacing CEO Fred Reid, who DOT viewed as too close tincluding replacing CEO Fred Reid, who DOT viewed as too close to the Virgin Group. Virgin America is planning to o the Virgin Group. Virgin America is planning to 
launch in midlaunch in mid--summer.summer.

Iberia a Possible Takeover TargetIberia a Possible Takeover Target
Speculation continues that Iberia will be the latest airline acqSpeculation continues that Iberia will be the latest airline acquisition, with British Airways, Lufthansa, an unnamed uisition, with British Airways, Lufthansa, an unnamed 
Spanish investment fund, and now the Texas Pacific Group in the Spanish investment fund, and now the Texas Pacific Group in the running. British Airways has long been known to be running. British Airways has long been known to be 
eying Iberia, and currently holds a 10% ownership stake in its eying Iberia, and currently holds a 10% ownership stake in its oneworldoneworld partner.partner.

BMI Future Under Open Skies UnclearBMI Future Under Open Skies Unclear
BMI, which launched longhaul services in the 1990s after expectiBMI, which launched longhaul services in the 1990s after expecting Bermuda II to be scrapped, faces an uncertain ng Bermuda II to be scrapped, faces an uncertain 
future. The airline has not decided whether it will expand longhfuture. The airline has not decided whether it will expand longhaul services, and under which banneraul services, and under which banner——Lufthansa owns Lufthansa owns 
approximately 30% of BMI. Sir Michael Bishop has repeatedly madeapproximately 30% of BMI. Sir Michael Bishop has repeatedly made clear his desire for an independent BMI, but British clear his desire for an independent BMI, but British 
Airways and Virgin Atlantic AirwaysAirways and Virgin Atlantic Airways——for several years nowfor several years now——have both been rumored as potential bidders. British have both been rumored as potential bidders. British 
Airways recently acquired 102 of BMIAirways recently acquired 102 of BMI’’s Heathrow slots for s Heathrow slots for ££30 million.30 million.

Virgin Atlantic Looking at Continental EuropeVirgin Atlantic Looking at Continental Europe--U.S. RoutesU.S. Routes
Virgin Atlantic Airways is considering launching service to the Virgin Atlantic Airways is considering launching service to the U.S. from gateways across Europe when open skies U.S. from gateways across Europe when open skies 
enters effect. Cities being looked at are Frankfurt, Madrid, Milenters effect. Cities being looked at are Frankfurt, Madrid, Milan, Paris, and Zurich, with service starting as soon as two an, Paris, and Zurich, with service starting as soon as two 
years from now.years from now.

British Airways Eyes U.S. Domestic Flights; American and United British Airways Eyes U.S. Domestic Flights; American and United Fine with Opening Up HeathrowFine with Opening Up Heathrow
British Airways may extend its flights from New York to serve adBritish Airways may extend its flights from New York to serve additional U.S. markets, either with its own aircraft or ditional U.S. markets, either with its own aircraft or 
through franchise partners, should additional liberalization be through franchise partners, should additional liberalization be achieved by 2010achieved by 2010…….American Airlines and United Airlines .American Airlines and United Airlines 
both acknowledge that open skies is inevitable and that London Hboth acknowledge that open skies is inevitable and that London Heathrow would eventually become an open market, so eathrow would eventually become an open market, so 
have announced that they favor open skies as a longhave announced that they favor open skies as a long--run boon despite the shortrun boon despite the short--run impact to their own operations. run impact to their own operations. 
American CEO Gerard American CEO Gerard ArpeyArpey pointed out with open skies, American should receive approval fpointed out with open skies, American should receive approval for antitrust immunity or antitrust immunity 
with British Airways, a competitive advantage that every other awith British Airways, a competitive advantage that every other airline alliance has across the Atlantic.irline alliance has across the Atlantic.
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Gate to GateGate to Gate

Late last month, SimAirline.net unveiled the first four Late last month, SimAirline.net unveiled the first four 
new terminal maps, part of a plan to eventually redo all new terminal maps, part of a plan to eventually redo all 
114 currently offered maps and create maps for over 200 114 currently offered maps and create maps for over 200 
of the 1162 airports that of the 1162 airports that SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss virtual airlines virtual airlines 
serve. The new terminal maps feature individual airline serve. The new terminal maps feature individual airline 
gate assignments, while the original versions only gate assignments, while the original versions only 
showed areas of the terminals.showed areas of the terminals.

The maps are being created by Nick Anderson, The maps are being created by Nick Anderson, 
whose graphical skills are well known on the Message whose graphical skills are well known on the Message 
Boards, where he has made over a hundred signature Boards, where he has made over a hundred signature 
banners for regular users.banners for regular users.

““When I first brought up the idea of more detailed When I first brought up the idea of more detailed 
terminal maps with Aaron [Robinson] in February, I terminal maps with Aaron [Robinson] in February, I 
didn't think we'd actually do it,didn't think we'd actually do it,”” says Anderson. says Anderson. ““To not To not 
only go through with the project but to be the head only go through with the project but to be the head 
designer is a great feeling, and I'm really looking forward designer is a great feeling, and I'm really looking forward 
to bringing this wonderful work to to bringing this wonderful work to SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss
pilots.pilots.””

An analysis of all SimAirline.net PIREPs from 2005 An analysis of all SimAirline.net PIREPs from 2005 
found that just under 75% of all airports that pilots flew found that just under 75% of all airports that pilots flew 
to had a terminal map available for it. That figure is to had a terminal map available for it. That figure is 
expected to increase to between 80% and 85% when the expected to increase to between 80% and 85% when the 
full slate of terminal maps is added.full slate of terminal maps is added.

““Most of our pilots use the terminal maps we Most of our pilots use the terminal maps we 
currently have, but wecurrently have, but we’’d of course like to increase usage. d of course like to increase usage. 
The more pilots use our terminal maps, the more The more pilots use our terminal maps, the more 
accurate and true to life their virtual airline experience accurate and true to life their virtual airline experience 
is,is,”” says Managing Director Aaron Robinson.says Managing Director Aaron Robinson.

The list of airports that terminal maps will try to be The list of airports that terminal maps will try to be 
offered for was compiled factoring in airline hubs, offered for was compiled factoring in airline hubs, 
airport size, and levels of service by SimAirline.net airport size, and levels of service by SimAirline.net 
airlines. airlines. ““If it has longhaul service or has several sets of If it has longhaul service or has several sets of 
gates or airlines, itgates or airlines, it’’s probably on our list,s probably on our list,”” explains explains 
Robinson.Robinson.

““Making these terminal maps is not very hard once Making these terminal maps is not very hard once 
you learn how to do it and master the process, it's just you learn how to do it and master the process, it's just 
very time consuming,very time consuming,”” says Anderson. says Anderson. ““It starts with It starts with 
using Google Earth to create an overview of the airport. using Google Earth to create an overview of the airport. 
These maps are millions of pixels in size, which providesThese maps are millions of pixels in size, which provides

a high level of detail.a high level of detail.
““The next step is to trace the terminal shape and The next step is to trace the terminal shape and 

draw in the draw in the jetwaysjetways. Afterwards, the gate numbers and . Afterwards, the gate numbers and 
airline logos are added, and finishing touches are airline logos are added, and finishing touches are 
applied.applied.”” Complete gate information is not always Complete gate information is not always 
available, so many pilots will be receiving emails asking available, so many pilots will be receiving emails asking 
for their assistance and knowledge for additional maps.for their assistance and knowledge for additional maps.

““One major problem we encountered was where to One major problem we encountered was where to 
place historical virtual airlines such as Pan American,place historical virtual airlines such as Pan American,””
reveals Robinson. reveals Robinson. ““Our approach, if we were unable to Our approach, if we were unable to 
come up with a definite answer, was to ask, come up with a definite answer, was to ask, ‘‘If Pan If Pan 
American were operating today, where would they be?American were operating today, where would they be?’”’”

For example, Los Angeles (shown below) had a very For example, Los Angeles (shown below) had a very 
different terminal layout in 1967, when Pan American different terminal layout in 1967, when Pan American 
Virtual is set. Recognizing that most routes from Los Virtual is set. Recognizing that most routes from Los 
Angeles were sold to United, Pan American Virtual uses Angeles were sold to United, Pan American Virtual uses 
gates in Terminal 6 that are Unitedgates in Terminal 6 that are United’’s today.s today.

Maps will be added at a target rate of approximately Maps will be added at a target rate of approximately 
four per month, with more important airports generally four per month, with more important airports generally 
being added first.being added first.

The original terminal maps, while useful, The original terminal maps, while useful, 
were unable to provide a high level of detail were unable to provide a high level of detail 
for larger airports.for larger airports.
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One of the most beloved of aircraft types, the One of the most beloved of aircraft types, the 
Lockheed LLockheed L--1011 TriStar, made its debut at 1011 TriStar, made its debut at 
SimAirline.net last month after being added to Delta SimAirline.net last month after being added to Delta 
VirtualVirtual’’s Retired Aircraft.s Retired Aircraft.

Delta was the largest LDelta was the largest L--1011 operator in the world, 1011 operator in the world, 
operating 70 of the 250 operating 70 of the 250 TriStarsTriStars built at one time or built at one time or 
another between 1973 and 2001. The airline flew its Lanother between 1973 and 2001. The airline flew its L--
1011s primarily on heavy domestic routes, but also 1011s primarily on heavy domestic routes, but also 
internationally.internationally.

The TriStar was considered a technological marvel The TriStar was considered a technological marvel 
and one of the safest aircraft of its time, with the and one of the safest aircraft of its time, with the 
following features:following features:
••Category IIIC (zero visibility) Category IIIC (zero visibility) autolandingautolanding capabilitycapability
••Direct Lift Control provided extra smooth flightDirect Lift Control provided extra smooth flight
••Advanced horizontal stabilizer and pitch trim systemsAdvanced horizontal stabilizer and pitch trim systems
••Four hydraulic systems rather than the standard threeFour hydraulic systems rather than the standard three

Lockheed produced the LLockheed produced the L--1011 after a request from 1011 after a request from 
American Airlines for a larger airliner than the existing American Airlines for a larger airliner than the existing 
707s and DC707s and DC--8s, but smaller than the announced 747. 8s, but smaller than the announced 747. 
The manufacturer had mostly withdrawn from the The manufacturer had mostly withdrawn from the 
commercial sector for a decade, but saw the opportunity commercial sector for a decade, but saw the opportunity 
to regain its old stature.to regain its old stature.

However, McDonnell Douglas designed a near twin, However, McDonnell Douglas designed a near twin, 
the DCthe DC--10, at the same time. Industry observers knew 10, at the same time. Industry observers knew 
that both manufacturers would suffer should they that both manufacturers would suffer should they 
compete, so hoped that most of the compete, so hoped that most of the ““Big FourBig Four””——
American, Eastern, TWA, and UnitedAmerican, Eastern, TWA, and United——would opt forwould opt for

Ahead of its timeAhead of its time……

……now part of the pastnow part of the past
one design, forcing the other to scrap its plans.one design, forcing the other to scrap its plans.

Instead, the dreaded scenario fell throughInstead, the dreaded scenario fell through——American American 
(ironically) and United ordered the DC(ironically) and United ordered the DC--10, while Eastern 10, while Eastern 
and TWA opted for the Land TWA opted for the L--1011, splitting the market and 1011, splitting the market and 
ensuring both programsensuring both programs’’ poor financial results.poor financial results.

The high development costs of the LThe high development costs of the L--1011 and its 1011 and its 
engines, the Rollsengines, the Rolls--Royce RB211, devastated both Royce RB211, devastated both 
companiescompanies’’ finances and led to Lockheed being bailed finances and led to Lockheed being bailed 
out by the U.S. government, while Rollsout by the U.S. government, while Rolls--Royce was Royce was 
nationalized. Following the commercial failure of the nationalized. Following the commercial failure of the 
TriStar, Lockheed ceased producing airliners.TriStar, Lockheed ceased producing airliners.

Delta Virtual offers the Delta Virtual offers the VistalinersVistaliners LL--1011, which 1011, which 
includes a highly detailed panel and sounds package with includes a highly detailed panel and sounds package with 
it. The aircraft is currently available on just four routes, it. The aircraft is currently available on just four routes, 
although more (from the historic Dallas/Ft. Worth hub) although more (from the historic Dallas/Ft. Worth hub) 
will be added in the coming months.will be added in the coming months.

““Offering the LOffering the L--1011 adds a whole new dimension to 1011 adds a whole new dimension to 
Delta Virtual,Delta Virtual,”” says Delta Manager Paul Anderson. says Delta Manager Paul Anderson. 
““WeWe’’re proud to be able to offer what was their most re proud to be able to offer what was their most 
recognizable and famous aircraft for decades.recognizable and famous aircraft for decades.””

Current LCurrent L--1011 Routes1011 Routes
CincinnatiCincinnati--ZurichZurich
Dallas/Ft. WorthDallas/Ft. Worth--HonoluluHonolulu
New York KennedyNew York Kennedy--MunichMunich
New York KennedyNew York Kennedy--HelsinkiHelsinki--St. PetersburgSt. Petersburg

Rudy Chiarello
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Varig Brazilian Airlines (Varig Brazilian Airlines (ViaViaççao Aao Aéérea Riorea Rio--
GrandenseGrandense) was the leading airline in Brazil and South ) was the leading airline in Brazil and South 
America until it encountered difficult times in the late America until it encountered difficult times in the late 
1990s before collapsing in 2006.1990s before collapsing in 2006.

Varig was founded in 1927 by Otto Ernst Meyer, a Varig was founded in 1927 by Otto Ernst Meyer, a 
German. The airlineGerman. The airline’’s first employee, Ruben Berta of s first employee, Ruben Berta of 
Hungary, later presided over the airline from 1941 to Hungary, later presided over the airline from 1941 to 
1966 and transformed Varig into a major 1966 and transformed Varig into a major 
international player.international player.

Since 1945, Varig was majority owned by the Since 1945, Varig was majority owned by the 
Ruben Berta Foundation, a nonRuben Berta Foundation, a non--profit foundation profit foundation 
intended to provide benefits to Varigintended to provide benefits to Varig’’s employees. In s employees. In 
recent years, the Foundationrecent years, the Foundation’’s nons non--profit goals have profit goals have 
been criticized as a major part of the airlinebeen criticized as a major part of the airline’’s losses.s losses.

Varig VirtualVarig Virtual’’s operations are based on the s operations are based on the 
airlineairline’’s 1998 timetable, when the airline still s 1998 timetable, when the airline still 
dominated the Brazilian skies and routes abroad. dominated the Brazilian skies and routes abroad. 
SimAirline.net opted to recreate Varig near the end SimAirline.net opted to recreate Varig near the end 
of its glory days rather than in its current incarnation of its glory days rather than in its current incarnation 
because of the broader choices available.because of the broader choices available.

Varig VirtualVarig Virtual’’s routes extend eastward as far as s routes extend eastward as far as 
Hong Kong, and westward as far as Japan. In Hong Kong, and westward as far as Japan. In 
addition, the virtual airline includes the turboprop addition, the virtual airline includes the turboprop 
operations of Nordeste and Rio Sul, allowing flights tooperations of Nordeste and Rio Sul, allowing flights to

dozens of additional domestic destinations.dozens of additional domestic destinations.
VarigVarig’’s regional partners were excellent Embraer s regional partners were excellent Embraer 

customers, operating the EMBcustomers, operating the EMB--110, EMB110, EMB--120, and 120, and 
ERJERJ--145. Continuing the tradition, in August Varig 145. Continuing the tradition, in August Varig 
announced plans to lease Embraer 190s and 195s announced plans to lease Embraer 190s and 195s 
for its domestic operations.for its domestic operations.

Varig was recently bought by Gol, the fastVarig was recently bought by Gol, the fast--growing growing 
Brazilian LCC (see p. 4), which intends to maintain the Brazilian LCC (see p. 4), which intends to maintain the 
Varig brand primarily for international useVarig brand primarily for international use..

Interesting Facts:Interesting Facts:
--Varig was one of the first members of Star Alliance, Varig was one of the first members of Star Alliance, 
joining in 1997.joining in 1997.
--BrazilBrazil’’s other two historically significant airlines, s other two historically significant airlines, 
TransBrasilTransBrasil (1955(1955--2001) and VASP (19332001) and VASP (1933--2005), 2005), 
have ceased service. Only TAM (1961have ceased service. Only TAM (1961--present) present) 
remains in good health.remains in good health.
--Varig replaced Varig replaced PanairPanair do do BrasilBrasil, a Pan American, a Pan American--
founded airline, as Brazilfounded airline, as Brazil’’s primary international s primary international 
airline after the military government shut down the airline after the military government shut down the 
older company.older company.
--Varig, along with VASP and Varig, along with VASP and CruzeiroCruzeiro do Sul, formed do Sul, formed 
the worldthe world’’s first highs first high--frequency air shuttle, linking Rio frequency air shuttle, linking Rio 
de Janeiro and Sao Paulo.de Janeiro and Sao Paulo.

A 737-300 over Fortaleza

An MD-11 arriving at Milan Malpensa
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This April marks one year since SimAirline.net began using its nThis April marks one year since SimAirline.net began using its new ew 
roster system. Here Ali roster system. Here Ali AbouAbou--ZeidZeid, , SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss Roster System Roster System 
Developer, describes how Developer, describes how SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss Pilot Roster System was Pilot Roster System was 
created, from just an idea to a fully working system that compricreated, from just an idea to a fully working system that comprises the ses the 
core of our operations today.core of our operations today.

Joining ManagementJoining Management
When I joined SimAirline.net in May 2002, it took me When I joined SimAirline.net in May 2002, it took me 

some time to realize that only one person was running the some time to realize that only one person was running the 
whole organization. I thought that if more people got whole organization. I thought that if more people got 
involved in areas theyinvolved in areas they’’re very good at, we could have a better re very good at, we could have a better 
organization and offer higher quality virtual airlines for our organization and offer higher quality virtual airlines for our 
pilots. As I was the most active voice on the Message Boards pilots. As I was the most active voice on the Message Boards 
at the time, I could share my ideas widely and started showing at the time, I could share my ideas widely and started showing 
Aaron [Robinson] my hopes.Aaron [Robinson] my hopes.

The first work I did for SimAirline.net was to write The first work I did for SimAirline.net was to write 
instructions for the Screenshot Manager program in our instructions for the Screenshot Manager program in our 
Screenshots section (which I convinced Aaron to reopen) Screenshots section (which I convinced Aaron to reopen) 
even before we announced weeven before we announced we’’d expand management to be a d expand management to be a 
team rather than just him. My initial position was the Swissair team rather than just him. My initial position was the Swissair 
Manager. Since I used to help a lot on the Message Boards Manager. Since I used to help a lot on the Message Boards 
with flight simulator and computer related problems, Aaron with flight simulator and computer related problems, Aaron 
suggested a new position, for me Technical Assistance suggested a new position, for me Technical Assistance 
Advisor. (With our new Message Boards and dedicated areas Advisor. (With our new Message Boards and dedicated areas 
for technical support, this position is no longer needed.)for technical support, this position is no longer needed.)

Since then, ISince then, I’’ve added Alitalia, Emirates, and aircraft ve added Alitalia, Emirates, and aircraft 
repainting to my responsibilities. I greatly enjoy being on the repainting to my responsibilities. I greatly enjoy being on the 
management team, as it has a special meaning for me and is management team, as it has a special meaning for me and is 
an important part of my life.an important part of my life.

The Initial IdeaThe Initial Idea
I got the idea for the system in October 2002 when I I got the idea for the system in October 2002 when I 

studied Javastudied Java™™ at my university and learned how to apply thisat my university and learned how to apply this

knowledge to a website. In February 2003 with my course on knowledge to a website. In February 2003 with my course on 
databases, my idea became more clear and I envisioned a databases, my idea became more clear and I envisioned a 
logbook and PIREP system. That summer I started designing logbook and PIREP system. That summer I started designing 
my own personal logbook using Visual C++ with the my own personal logbook using Visual C++ with the 
intention of creating a larger system for SimAirline.net.intention of creating a larger system for SimAirline.net.

However the first attempt failed due to the complexity of However the first attempt failed due to the complexity of 
designing a database using C++ when there were already designing a database using C++ when there were already 
more advanced database management systems available. more advanced database management systems available. 
During my second database course , I started another attempt During my second database course , I started another attempt 
for the system using Oracle, which I was learning for my for the system using Oracle, which I was learning for my 
graduation project. My efforts were successful, but I stopped graduation project. My efforts were successful, but I stopped 
development due to time constraints with other university development due to time constraints with other university 
projects.projects.

By midBy mid--2004 I was learning PHP/2004 I was learning PHP/MySQLMySQL and started and started 
discussions with Aaron about implementing a new automated discussions with Aaron about implementing a new automated 
roster system, while still allowing him to approve each PIREP roster system, while still allowing him to approve each PIREP 
manually.  Later that year, our host provided us with PHP and manually.  Later that year, our host provided us with PHP and 
a a MySQLMySQL database and we had our new (and current) database and we had our new (and current) 
PHP/PHP/MySQLMySQL--based Message Boards online early in January based Message Boards online early in January 
2005.2005.

System DesignSystem Design
The new Message Boards made it very easy for pilots to The new Message Boards made it very easy for pilots to 

communicate, and we soon created a special forum for our communicate, and we soon created a special forum for our 
development team (Kyle Bissell, Mark development team (Kyle Bissell, Mark HubbertHubbert, Brandon , Brandon 
Jones, John Kay, Mike Lewis, Timothy Lincoln, Manuel Jones, John Kay, Mike Lewis, Timothy Lincoln, Manuel 
Okolisan, Gabe Pfeiffer, Josh Okolisan, Gabe Pfeiffer, Josh PlavePlave, Aaron , Aaron ShakinShakin, and , and 
Andrew Andrew VipondVipond), made up of both longtime pilots  and ), made up of both longtime pilots  and 
management. The team spent three months discussing management. The team spent three months discussing 
features and options wefeatures and options we’’d want to be included in the system,d want to be included in the system,

--continued on page 10continued on page 10--

Creating Creating SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss
Pilot Roster SystemPilot Roster System

Ali Ali AbouAbou--ZeidZeid
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--continued from page 9continued from page 9--

from both management and pilot perspectives.from both management and pilot perspectives.
After creating a list of requirements and features to be After creating a list of requirements and features to be 

included in the system from different perspectives, I began included in the system from different perspectives, I began 
designing the database on paper. It was some time until I designing the database on paper. It was some time until I 
came up with the design used today, after which I had to write came up with the design used today, after which I had to write 
a schema, which describes the tables, fields, length and data a schema, which describes the tables, fields, length and data 
types for each field within the database. A schema also  types for each field within the database. A schema also  
describes the constraints on each field of the tables (for describes the constraints on each field of the tables (for 
instance, a given email address can only exist for one pilot).instance, a given email address can only exist for one pilot).

System ConstructionSystem Construction
By September 2005 I began writing the Data Definition By September 2005 I began writing the Data Definition 

Language, which makes up all the statements used to create Language, which makes up all the statements used to create 
the database on the server. All was written on paper first and the database on the server. All was written on paper first and 
then on the computer. Once the database was ready, it was then on the computer. Once the database was ready, it was 
time to write the programs that communicate with the time to write the programs that communicate with the 
database through the website, which is what you see now. It database through the website, which is what you see now. It 
was not until March 2006 that we started testing the system was not until March 2006 that we started testing the system 
with our development team, two months behind our original with our development team, two months behind our original 
schedule.schedule.

Testing the SystemTesting the System
The database was transferred from my computer to the The database was transferred from my computer to the 

SimAirline.net server, and we started beta testing using a bug SimAirline.net server, and we started beta testing using a bug 
reporting system to help users and me discuss bugs, fix them, reporting system to help users and me discuss bugs, fix them, 
and resolve issues. We had quite a few problems at first, and and resolve issues. We had quite a few problems at first, and 
during those weeks I was working as fast as I could to fix during those weeks I was working as fast as I could to fix 
them. Time zone differences had a major effect on how fast them. Time zone differences had a major effect on how fast 
things went. With an eightthings went. With an eight--hour time zone difference between hour time zone difference between 
myself and Aaron, at least one of us was up after midnight myself and Aaron, at least one of us was up after midnight 
talking with the other, sometimes both.talking with the other, sometimes both.

SimAirline.net Roster System OnlineSimAirline.net Roster System Online
Because daylight saving time changes occurred on 26 Because daylight saving time changes occurred on 26 

March, we set that as the deadline for pilots to file PIREPs forMarch, we set that as the deadline for pilots to file PIREPs for
that month, with a planned opening date for the system of 2 that month, with a planned opening date for the system of 2 
April 2006. In the end, we had to wait longer, until 15 April.April 2006. In the end, we had to wait longer, until 15 April.

With PIREPs on hold for three weeks, they were soon With PIREPs on hold for three weeks, they were soon 
coming in one after another. I was very pleased to see that the coming in one after another. I was very pleased to see that the 
system I built from scratch was finally running, I still had to system I built from scratch was finally running, I still had to 
fix a few quick bugs that hadnfix a few quick bugs that hadn’’t yet been discovered. t yet been discovered. 
Unfortunately, just four days later I had to go to my military Unfortunately, just four days later I had to go to my military 
training camp some 50 kilometers northeast of Cairo and stay training camp some 50 kilometers northeast of Cairo and stay 
there for fortythere for forty--five days with no communication of any kind five days with no communication of any kind 
with the outside world.with the outside world.

Luckily, I was able to get my Luckily, I was able to get my cellphonecellphone in and I received a in and I received a 
text message from my brother, asking where my files were, text message from my brother, asking where my files were, 
because Aaron needed help with something. Unfortunately, I because Aaron needed help with something. Unfortunately, I 
wasnwasn’’t able to be much help at the time, but the problem was t able to be much help at the time, but the problem was 
resolved by Dan Wheeler, another pilot with similar resolved by Dan Wheeler, another pilot with similar 
programming experience.programming experience.

Updates and Bug FixesUpdates and Bug Fixes
Being in the military, it wasnBeing in the military, it wasn’’t until July that I was able tot until July that I was able to

The view from managementThe view from management’’s s 
perspective when approving PIREPsperspective when approving PIREPs

catch my breath and remember the code Icatch my breath and remember the code I’’d written after d written after 
experiencing culture shock from returning to (partially) experiencing culture shock from returning to (partially) 
normal life. We had quite a few bugs waiting to be fixed and normal life. We had quite a few bugs waiting to be fixed and 
our bug tracking program was being filled. Since then Iour bug tracking program was being filled. Since then I’’ve ve 
been working as much as possible to work on bugs, features, been working as much as possible to work on bugs, features, 
and little fixes. Here are the dates of the released versions ofand little fixes. Here are the dates of the released versions of
the system:the system:
Version 1.0.0 Version 1.0.0 –– 15 April 200615 April 2006
Version 1.0.1 Version 1.0.1 –– 27 July 200627 July 2006
Version 1.0.2 Version 1.0.2 –– 4 September 20064 September 2006
Version 1.0.3 Version 1.0.3 –– 23 October 200623 October 2006
Version 1.0.4 Version 1.0.4 –– 16 December 200616 December 2006
Version 1.0.5 Version 1.0.5 –– 2 January 20072 January 2007
Version 1.0.6 Version 1.0.6 –– 9 March 20079 March 2007
Version 1.1.0 Version 1.1.0 –– Coming SoonComing Soon

As IAs I’’ve mentioned on the Message Boards, the latest ve mentioned on the Message Boards, the latest 
version (1.0.6) includes inactivity extension and cookies for version (1.0.6) includes inactivity extension and cookies for 
automatic login to the system. We have a lot more features to automatic login to the system. We have a lot more features to 
include and other bugs still to resolve. I hope you enjoy using include and other bugs still to resolve. I hope you enjoy using 
the system as much as I enjoyed building it.the system as much as I enjoyed building it.

Despite all the problems IDespite all the problems I’’ve encountered while creating it, ve encountered while creating it, 
and all the arguments about whatand all the arguments about what’’s possible and feasible and s possible and feasible and 
latelate--night conversations with Aaron, it stands to be my night conversations with Aaron, it stands to be my 
favorite project of all time.favorite project of all time.

Ali Ali AbouAbou--ZeidZeid has been a member of SimAirline.net since May 2002 has been a member of SimAirline.net since May 2002 
and part of the management team since August 2002. He currently and part of the management team since August 2002. He currently 
holds the positions of Roster System Developer, Senior Aircraft holds the positions of Roster System Developer, Senior Aircraft 
Developer, and VA Manager for Alitalia, Emirates, and Swissair.Developer, and VA Manager for Alitalia, Emirates, and Swissair.
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MontrealMontreal--Trudeau, located in Dorval (the Trudeau, located in Dorval (the 
airportairport’’s former name), is the third busiest s former name), is the third busiest 
airport in Canada, the site of Air Canadaairport in Canada, the site of Air Canada’’s s 
headquarters, and one of the airlineheadquarters, and one of the airline’’s main hubs.s main hubs.

Dorval opened in 1941 and was for many Dorval opened in 1941 and was for many 
decades Canadadecades Canada’’s primary transatlantic gateway. s primary transatlantic gateway. 
However, the larger and more distant Mirabel However, the larger and more distant Mirabel 
Airport opened in 1975 as an eventual Airport opened in 1975 as an eventual 
replacement, leaving Dorval to handle primarily replacement, leaving Dorval to handle primarily 
domestic and domestic and transbordertransborder flights.flights.

The economic decline of Montreal and the The economic decline of Montreal and the 
attractiveness of a single gateway in Toronto led attractiveness of a single gateway in Toronto led 
to many international carriers shifting flights to to many international carriers shifting flights to 
Toronto instead. International traffic finally shifted Toronto instead. International traffic finally shifted 
back to Dorval in 1997, with Mirabel serving back to Dorval in 1997, with Mirabel serving 
cargo flights only starting in 2004.cargo flights only starting in 2004.

Dorval was renamed after former Canadian Dorval was renamed after former Canadian 
Prime Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau on 1 Prime Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau on 1 
January 2004, a move which was opposed by January 2004, a move which was opposed by 
many many QuQuéébbéécoiscois sovereignistssovereignists, who disagreed , who disagreed 
with many of his policies, and aviation with many of his policies, and aviation 
enthusiasts, who note that Trudeau pushed for enthusiasts, who note that Trudeau pushed for 
the failed Mirabel airport.the failed Mirabel airport.

From Montreal, SimAirline.net offers domesticFrom Montreal, SimAirline.net offers domestic

service on Air Canada to 30 destinations. Air service on Air Canada to 30 destinations. Air 
Canada, Continental, Delta, and Northwest Canada, Continental, Delta, and Northwest 
combine to serve 20 combine to serve 20 transbordertransborder destinations. destinations. 
Air Canada, British Airways, KLM, Sabena, and Air Canada, British Airways, KLM, Sabena, and 
Swissair fly overseas to Amsterdam, Brussels, Swissair fly overseas to Amsterdam, Brussels, 
Frankfurt, London, Munich (Lufthansa Frankfurt, London, Munich (Lufthansa 
codeshare), Paris, Rome (starting in June), Tel codeshare), Paris, Rome (starting in June), Tel 
Aviv, and Zurich. Finally, Air Canada serves 14 Aviv, and Zurich. Finally, Air Canada serves 14 
Latin American and Caribbean cities from Latin American and Caribbean cities from 
Montreal.Montreal.

Interesting Facts:Interesting Facts:
--Trudeau previously used mobile lounges to Trudeau previously used mobile lounges to 
transfer passengers to the transfer passengers to the AeroquayAeroquay, the , the 
airportairport’’s midfield terminal.s midfield terminal.
--The famous The famous ““GimliGimli Glider,Glider,”” an Air Canada 767 an Air Canada 767 
that ran out of fuel over Manitoba and glided to a that ran out of fuel over Manitoba and glided to a 
safe landing, departed from (then) Dorval.safe landing, departed from (then) Dorval.
--Trudeau is equipped to handle the A380 when it Trudeau is equipped to handle the A380 when it 
enters service. Air France will be the first A380 enters service. Air France will be the first A380 
operator to fly to Montreal.operator to fly to Montreal.

Pascal Gaudreau
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Dan Stroeing

Alaska Airlines retired the last of its 737Alaska Airlines retired the last of its 737--200s last month after over a 200s last month after over a 
quarter century of service for the airline in the Land of the Miquarter century of service for the airline in the Land of the Midnight Sun. dnight Sun. 
Here Mark Here Mark JahnkeJahnke shares one of his experiences with the type from his shares one of his experiences with the type from his 
nine years living in Southeast Alaska.nine years living in Southeast Alaska.

I distinctly remember my first flight on an Alaska AirlinesI distinctly remember my first flight on an Alaska Airlines
737737--200C.  It was during a Southeast Alaska storm at 200C.  It was during a Southeast Alaska storm at 
Ketchikan Airport back before modern GPS, HUD and low Ketchikan Airport back before modern GPS, HUD and low 
minimums in the late minimums in the late ‘‘90s. Arriving in the morning for 90s. Arriving in the morning for ““60,60,””
the Alaskan way of naming the destination, the wind and rain the Alaskan way of naming the destination, the wind and rain 
battered my face as the tiny Bob Ellis ferry tossed and turned battered my face as the tiny Bob Ellis ferry tossed and turned 
in the waves of in the waves of TongassTongass Narrows.Narrows.

Arriving at the airport, a light gaiety reigned in the Arriving at the airport, a light gaiety reigned in the 
departure lounge. Before September 2001, the tiny airportdeparture lounge. Before September 2001, the tiny airport’’s s 
open second story consisted of the seating area, a gift shop, open second story consisted of the seating area, a gift shop, 
fast food restaurant and bar. One only passed through fast food restaurant and bar. One only passed through 
security once the arriving plane had deplaned, for all that did security once the arriving plane had deplaned, for all that did 
was get one into a glass waiting room.was get one into a glass waiting room.

We sat until it was finally announced that the plane had We sat until it was finally announced that the plane had 
decided to fly over and go straight to Seattle, a rather decided to fly over and go straight to Seattle, a rather 
common occurrence. My mother once common occurrence. My mother once overflewoverflew Juneau five Juneau five 
times trying to come in, alternately being stuck in Fairbanks times trying to come in, alternately being stuck in Fairbanks 
and Seattle in the middle of winter with nothing more than a and Seattle in the middle of winter with nothing more than a 
pair of shorts and a tpair of shorts and a t--shirt.shirt.

So we returned to Ketchikan, my father returning to his So we returned to Ketchikan, my father returning to his 
office to continue working while I gleefully missed three office to continue working while I gleefully missed three 
hours of school before returning to the airport for the hours of school before returning to the airport for the 
overflightoverflight of 62, 65, and 64, until finally around 5:00 PM, 67 of 62, 65, and 64, until finally around 5:00 PM, 67 
made it in on its run to Juneau. Itmade it in on its run to Juneau. It’’s incredible to think that s incredible to think that 
now, only ten years later, the schedule through Southeast now, only ten years later, the schedule through Southeast 
Alaska is still identical to what it was back then.Alaska is still identical to what it was back then.

Shortly thereafter, we heard a loud roar and saw the tinyShortly thereafter, we heard a loud roar and saw the tiny

jetjet’’s stubby form with its cigars stubby form with its cigar--shaped engines streaking down shaped engines streaking down 
the runway past the terminal, and to great cheers, the gate the runway past the terminal, and to great cheers, the gate 
agent announced the arrival.agent announced the arrival.

The plane was incredibly unique. Considering that two The plane was incredibly unique. Considering that two 
737737--400s worth of passengers were going to be fit into half of 400s worth of passengers were going to be fit into half of 
a 737a 737--200 was quite a feat, Alaska Airlines somehow managed 200 was quite a feat, Alaska Airlines somehow managed 
to fit most of them onboard. The most striking feature was to fit most of them onboard. The most striking feature was 
the the airstairairstair out of the L2 door. I still remember my immense out of the L2 door. I still remember my immense 
fear upon seeing the deployment of the clamshell reversers fear upon seeing the deployment of the clamshell reversers 
upon landing at Seattle/Tacoma. Having never seen them upon landing at Seattle/Tacoma. Having never seen them 
before, I was under the impression that the engine was before, I was under the impression that the engine was 
disintegrating. disintegrating. 

While I donWhile I don’’t recall if the aircraft was gravelt recall if the aircraft was gravel--kitted or not, I kitted or not, I 
do recall her beauty and grace, do recall her beauty and grace, plowingplowing her way into the her way into the 
smallest of Alaskan cities where larger modern planes were smallest of Alaskan cities where larger modern planes were 
unable to. The 737unable to. The 737--200Cs stopped flying into Ketchikan and 200Cs stopped flying into Ketchikan and 
indeed most of Southeast Alaska in 2006, when the allindeed most of Southeast Alaska in 2006, when the all--cargo cargo 
737737--400 finally replaced them.400 finally replaced them.

Of the original nine which entered service with Alaska Of the original nine which entered service with Alaska 
between 1981 and 1994 (most of which were secondbetween 1981 and 1994 (most of which were second--hand, hand, 
including some which entered service as early as 1974), the including some which entered service as early as 1974), the 
final two retired last month following the conversion of two final two retired last month following the conversion of two 
more 737more 737--400s to 400s to combicombi configuration. The 737configuration. The 737--200C served 200C served 
her state well, and will be missed dearly by all whom she her state well, and will be missed dearly by all whom she 
carried and served, in many cases the only lifeline to the carried and served, in many cases the only lifeline to the 
outside world.outside world.

Mark Mark JahnkeJahnke has been a member of SimAirline.net since August 2005 has been a member of SimAirline.net since August 2005 
and a member of the management team since November 2005. He and a member of the management team since November 2005. He 
currently holds the positions of VA Manager for Air Tahiti Nui, currently holds the positions of VA Manager for Air Tahiti Nui, 
Alaska, and Concorde.Alaska, and Concorde.

Workhorse of theWorkhorse of the
Last FrontierLast Frontier

Mark Mark JahnkeJahnke
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Kathleen was getting sentimentalKathleen was getting sentimental
And her house was far too parental.And her house was far too parental.
So she decided to spendSo she decided to spend
And visit a friend in Cleveland.And visit a friend in Cleveland.
To get there she flew Continental.To get there she flew Continental.

by Aaron Robinsonby Aaron Robinson
Kuala Lumpur International Airport has begun using Kuala Lumpur International Airport has begun using 
specially trained Labradors to sniff through cargo for specially trained Labradors to sniff through cargo for 
pirated media and software. The two dogs, pirated media and software. The two dogs, ““LuckyLucky”” and and 
““FloFlo,,”” are trained to smell polycarbonate, are unable to are trained to smell polycarbonate, are unable to 
tell the difference between legitimate and pirated tell the difference between legitimate and pirated 
disks, but they are still useful because such contents disks, but they are still useful because such contents 
usually have to be registered on the container. In their usually have to be registered on the container. In their 
first week, the two discovered one million pirated CDs first week, the two discovered one million pirated CDs 
and DVDs, leading local crime bosses to put a bounty and DVDs, leading local crime bosses to put a bounty 
on the dogs.on the dogs.

British AirwaysBritish Airways’’ famous Concorde famous Concorde 
model, Gmodel, G--CONC, at London Heathrow CONC, at London Heathrow 
was removed on 29 March after was removed on 29 March after 
being on display for seventeen years, being on display for seventeen years, 
following British Airwaysfollowing British Airways’’ decision not decision not 
to renew their lease for the site. The to renew their lease for the site. The 
model is being moved to model is being moved to WeybridgeWeybridge, , 
the former headquarters of the the former headquarters of the 
British Aerospace Corporation. British Aerospace Corporation. 
Following the siteFollowing the site’’s purchase by s purchase by 
Emirates, a new Emirates A380 Emirates, a new Emirates A380 
model will appear in its place.model will appear in its place.CONCORDESST.COM

Reuters


